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4. seismic velocity - stanford university
stanford rock physics laboratory - gary mavko parameters that influence seismic velocity 74
typical rock velocities, from bourbié, coussy, and zinszner, acoustics of porous media, gulf
publishing.
seismic velocity and rock properties - the berkeley course
7.2.4 seismic velocity, attenuation and rock properties • rock properties that affect seismic
velocity ¾ porosity ¾ lithification ¾ pressure ¾ fluid saturation • velocity in unconsolidated
near surface soils (the weathered layer) • attenuation seismic surveys yield maps of the
distribution of seismic velocities,
chapter 3 seismic velocity - kfupm
chapter 3 seismic velocity introduction the objective of this chapter is to learn about the
porosity-velocity relationship and types of seismic velocities and how to compute them. seismic
velocity of subsurface rocks is the most important parameter in seismic exploration.
seismic inversion: reading between the lines - schlumberger
seismic inversion—forward modeling—begins with a model of layers with estimated formation
depths, thicknesses, densities and velocities derived from well logs. the simplest model, which
involves only compressionalp-wave) (velocitiesv (p) and density? (), can be used to
invertp-wave,for or acoustic, impedance.
seismic velocities and densities of rocks
orientations. in addition, seismic reflections originate from con-trasts of acoustic impedances,
defined as products of velocity and density. to interpret this seismic data requires a detailed
knowledge of velocities and densities of rocks, which are pro-vided by laboratory
investigations. this chapter summarizes velocities in many lithologies
densities, porosities, and seismic velocities of some
densities, porosities, and seismic velocities ofsome rocks from victoria land, antarctica p. j.
barrett and p. c. froggatt antarctic research centre & department of geology, victoria university
of wellington, private bag, wellington, new zealand abstract density, porosity, and
compressional wave velocity have been measured in the laboratory for 7s
acoustic velocity, impedance, reflection, transmission
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acoustic velocity, impedance, reflection, transmission, attenuation, and acoustic etalons
acoustic velocity the equation of motion in a solid is (1) ??t = ? ?2u ?t2 (1) where t is the stress
tensor, ? is the density, and u is particle displacement. consider a longitudinal wave traveling in
the x direction so that there is only an x
the seismic wave equation - institute of geophysics and
the seismic wave equation using the stress and strain theory developed in the previous
chapter, we now con- the vibrations of a string or acoustic waves in a pipe. the velocity of the
wave is determined by the physical properties of the material through which it propagates. are
time-dependent phenomena that involve velocities and
overview of the shallow seismic reflection technique
the shallow seismic reflection technique is relatively straightforward from a conceptual
perspective. ideally, a high frequency, short-duration pulse of acoustic energy is generated at
the earth's surface, and measure the arrival times and magnitudes of “echos” that are
reflected from subsurface acoustic horizons
questions: seismic refraction and reflection
2. a synthetic seismogram is generated by from an acoustic impedance log by a. convolving it
with an input pulse b. determining the density of each layer c. determining the seismic
velocities of each layer d. generating a reflection coefficient log and convolving it with an input
pulse . 3.
acoustic properties of coal from lab measurement
figure 1. synthetic seismic reflection from cyclic coal seams. acoustic properties of coal from
lab measurement qiuliang yao *, de-hua han, university of houston summary ultrasonic
velocities, densities and porosities for a set of coal and surrounding silty coal, silty shale, and
shaly coal samples were measured in laboratory. the pressure effect,
sound velocities of -alooh up to core-mantle boundary
sound velocities of ?-alooh up to core-mantle boundary pressures with implications for the
seismic anomalies in the deep mantle izumi mashino1, motohiko murakami1, and eiji ohtani1,2
1department of earth and planetary materials science, graduate school of science, tohoku
university, sendai, japan, 2v.s. sobolev institute of geology and mineralogy, siberian branch,
russian academy of sciences
gassmann’s equation and ?uid-saturation effects on seismic
gassmann’s equation and ?uid-saturation effects on seismic velocities measured p- and
s-wave velocities on a sandstone sample at dry and water-saturated states, as a function of
pressure. (b) bulk and shear moduli at dry and water-saturated states, as a function of
pressure. show that acoustic waves may be dispersive in rocks within the
rock quality, seismic velocity, attenuation and anisotropy
rock quality, seismic velocity, attenuation and anisotropy 5.3 effects of depth or stress on
acoustic joint closure, velocities and amplitudes 77 5.3.1 compression wave amplitude
sensitivities
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relationships between compressional-wave and shear-wave
relationships between compressional-wave and shear-wave velocities in elastic silicate rocks j.
p. castagna *, m. l. batzle*, and r. l. eastwood* abstract new velocity data in addition to
literature derived from sonic log, seismic, and laboratory measurements are analyzed for
elastic silicate rocks.
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